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GENERAL DISCUSSION

The Stone Age came to an end not for a lack of stones
And the Oil Age will end, but not for a lack of oil.

Ahmed Zaki Yamani

121
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T HE aim of this chapter is to put the research that was carried out in the course of this the-
sis into a broader perspective. In the introduction to this thesis, it has already been laid

out how cyanobacterial biotechnology can aid to close the carbon cycle, while not affecting
other resource cycles. In the following section, methods for the optimisation of metabolic
pathways as well as the cyanobacterial host will be discussed. Subsequent sections address
challenges regarding strain stability and contamination. The chapter closes with consider-
ations on the economic feasibility of this approach.

CHASSIS OPTIMISATION

Conceptually, to introduce a heterologous enzymatic pathway into an organism is to add a
very small set of reactions to a very large set of reactions. The majority of publications in
the genetic engineering of cyanobacteria has so far focused on the implementation and op-
timisation of these few additional reactions. In Chapter 2, progress in this field is reviewed.
Further information can be found in other more recent reviews [308–310].

Metabolic control analysis. Essentially, J ,
the flux through an enzymatic reaction, is
determined by the activity of the respective
enzyme. In order to analyse the contribu-
tion of an individual enzymatic reaction i
to the total flux through the pathway, Jtot al ,
lnJ can be plotted against ln[Ei ]. The slope
of this curve is given as the derivative:

∂lnJtot al
∂[Ei ]

This derivative is the control coefficient.
When the control coefficient is 1, the re-
spective enzymatic reaction is said to have
full control.

One way to increase the flux through a
metabolic pathway is to increase the ac-
tivities of the enzymes that constitute this
pathway1. At some point, however, fur-
ther optimisation of this added pathway
does not result in increased product lev-
els. Thus, Angermayr et al. used metabolic
control analysis (see box for a short expla-
nation and [147] for a review) to determine
at which fluxes the productivity of lactate-
synthesising Synechocystis is insensitive to
further optimisation [134]. In this study,
it was shown that even in the mutant with
the highest LDH activity, control still fully
resided on the heterologous pathway. In a
follow-up study, Angermayr et al. demon-
strated that even higher LDH activities re-
sulted in a partial loss of control [106]. In
the resulting mutant strains, lactate titres could be increased, when pyruvate availability
was increased2.
The largest3 bottlenecks therefore have to be identified prior to any attempts at chassis op-
timisation. For a recent review on the subject, see [311].
Matching the flux through an added pathway with the fluxes from central metabolism is
one step towards a highly productive cyanobacterial cell factory. Another approach is to
increase the total amount of carbon that is fixed by a cell. This seems to happen naturally in
mutants, in which the heterologous pathway consitutes a significant carbon sink4, but can
also be engineered. Atsumi et al. demonstrated that overproduction of RuBisCO, in combi-

1Among other things, by increasing the concentrations, substituting with more active enzymes, enzyme engineer-
ing, allosteric activators.

2Via the knockdown of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase.
3Or, rather, the smallest.
4see e.g. Chapter 3, [105].
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nation with a heterologous pathway, increased isobutyraldehyde titres [148]. Alternatively,
the inactivation of competing metabolic reactions can increase the amount of carbon that
can be converted into product. As an example, van der Woude et al. showed that inactiva-
tion of glycogen biosynthesis led to increased lactate production in Synechocystis [146].
Other approaches may include increasing the amount of energy that is available to the cy-
anobacterial cell. Cyanobacterial photosystems can only utilise a fraction of incident solar
radiation. In an effort to harness a broader wavelength range for the growth of Synechocys-
tis, Chen et al. recently reported the functional expression of proteorhodopsin [312]. Light-
induced proton pumping could contribute to the proton gradient accross the thylakoid and
cytoplasmic membranes and thus allows higher rates of ATP synthesis. Thus, the energy
that seemingly is wasted in processes such as cyclic electron flow around PS I5 could be
utilised elsewhere.
Rather than adding new photoactive proteins, the existing complexes could be altered such
that they utilise a greater part of the solar spectrum.
In dense cultures, a truncation of the light harvesting antennae has been suggested to in-
crease the amount of photons available for each cell. It was shown that under high light
conditions, a phycocyanin deficient strain of Synechocystis accumulated more biomass than
the wild type strain [313].
Research in the fundamentals of the cyanobacterial transcriptome, proteome and
metabolome as well as physiology and regulatory systems will further the understanding
of these organisms. With increased understanding, heterologous pathways will be better
integrated with general metabolism, thereby allowing higher fluxes and increased stability.
If cyanobacteria-based organic molecules are to compete economically with those derived
from other sources, all aspects of the cell need to be optimised and improved. Therefore,
holistic approaches have to be taken for optimisation [314]. Future approaches will have to
focus on the isolation of new strains.

COSUBSTRATE SPECIFICITY AND ALTERATIONS

In wild-type Synechocystis, the NADPH pool is larger and more reduced than the NADH pool
[214]. In Chapter 4, the same was concluded for mutant strains of Synechocystis that bear
heterologous enzymatic pathway for the synthesis of 2,3-butanediol.
Chemotrophs rely on substrate catabolism for energy generation. In glycolysis, electrons
from the degradation of glucose are transferred to NAD, yielding NADH. Under aerobic con-
ditions the electrons can be relayed to oxygen, forming water. Under anaerobic conditions,
the cells use fermentative pathways to rid themselves of excess NADH. Many fermentation
products are potentially interesting fuels and a wealth of fermentation pathways has already
been introduced into cyanobacteria (chapter 2).
When a given enzymatic pathway is transferred to a heterologous organism, the cosubstrate
preference of both pathway and host can be matched or mismatched. If there is a match,
there is no problem. If cosubstrate preferences are mismatched, two different approaches
can be taken

h Increasing the availability of the required cosubstrate6.

5One way to adjust ATP/NADPH ratios.
6Either through genetic engineering or through changes in culturing conditions. The latter is more applicable to

chemotrophs and will therefore not be discussed here. Examples are referenced in [222].
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h Changing the specificity of the reaction step.

In Chapter 3, both strategies are demonstrated.
Overexpression of a soluble transhydrogenase along with an NADH dependent acetoin re-
ductase increased butanediol yields in recombinant Synechocystis. Similar results have been
obtained for lactate [135, 137]. The substitution of NADH-dependent acetoin reductase
with an NADPH-dependent isozyme increased butanediol titres even further. Comparable
results were published for 3-hydroxybutrate [122] in Synechocystis as well as for isobutanol
[148], n-butanol [101] and 1,2-propanediol [112] in Synechococcus elongatus.
If there is no enzyme available that has the required preference, two strategies are conceiv-
able:

h Changes in substrate preference of an NADPH-dependent enzyme

h Alteration of cosubstrate specificity of an NADH-dependent enzyme

Li and Liao demonstrated the first approach [315]; in this study, the NADPH-dependent glu-
tamate dehydrogenase from E. coli was engineered to accept 2-oxo-phenylbutyric acid as a
substrate.
In specificity alterations through protein modification, several outcomes are possible7: The
affinity for the non-physiologcal cosubstrate can be increased, the affinity for the native co-
substrate can be decreased, or both. Naturally, the last option is the preferred one. When
both cosubstrates are accepted with comparable affinity, a system that resembles an energy-
independent transhydrogenase can result. This may lead to a redox imbalance [135].
NADH and NADPH are very similar in terms of structure, the only difference being a phos-
phorylated 2′-hydroxy group in the adenosine moiety of NADPH. There is no crucial differ-
ence in the folds of enzymes utilizing either cosubstrate; yet, a given enzyme often shows
near-exclusive specificity for one of the two. Specificity must therefore be conferred through
interaction of the apoprotein with the 2′-hydroxy group of NADH and the 2′-phosphate
group of NADPH, respectively.
There are a number of NAD(P) binding motifs, the most prominent of which is the Ross-
mann fold8 [318], consisting of a six-stranded β sheet whose strands are connected by α
helices in the fashion (βαβαβ)2. These domains employ an GXGXXG motif located in a
small loop between the β1 strand and the α1 helix to bind the pyrophosphate moiety of
dinucleotides [319].
Since traditional biotechnology has largely relied on the catabolism of chemotrophic organ-
isms, more research efforts have been devoted to change the preferred co-substrate from
NADPH to NADH9. Chen et al. changed the cosubstrate specificity of isopropyl-malate de-
hydrogenase from NADH to NADPH [322]. Similarly, Ehsani et al. changed the cosubstrate
specificity of Bdh110 [323].
Conceptually, using the organism’s preferred cosubstrate has two effects: Assuming that

7cosubstrate specificity alteration can be defined as
kcat ,N ADPH
KM ,N ADPH

/
kcat ,N AD H
KM ,N AD H

[316]. This ratio alone, however,

should not be used to decide whether a mutant should be used, as decreased preference of the native cosub-
strate and increased preference of the non-native cosubstrate can give similar values.

8Other examples of dinucleotide binding domains include the (β/α)8 barrel found in NADP- dependent aldose
and aldehyde reductases and in the 3-α-hydroxysteroid/dihydrodiol dehydrogenase [317].

9For examples, see references in [222, 320, 321].
10Encodes butanediol dehydrogenase.
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the enzymatic reaction is fast enough, a more favourable balance of the oxidised and the re-
duced cosubstrate provides a greater driving force. An effect related to this is that recycling
of the preferred cosubstrate is faster and may allow for higher fluxes through the pathway.
From these two considerations, it follows that the effect of a cosubstrate substitution de-
pends on the position of the reduction step within a pathway. Thus, changing the speci-
ficity of a reaction upstream of a slow or an irreversible reaction will have no effect; chang-
ing the availability of substrate for a downstream reaction will only increase fluxes when the
downstream reaction is not saturated. The effect of a cosubstrate substitution must then be
greatest in the last step of a pathway (as is the case in Chapter 3).
cosubstrate substitutions in the acetyl-CoA derived n-butanol pathway, heterologously ex-
pressed in Synechococcus elongatus, follow these predictions [101]: There are four reduc-
tion reactions in this pathway and NADPH-dependent enzymes were available for three of
these steps. Substitution of the two reduction reactions at the end of the pathway (butyryl-
CoA to butyraldehyde and subsequently, n-butanol) had a profound effect. In comparison,
the resulting changes in titre were negligible when the reduction reaction further upstream
(acetoacetyl-CoA to hydroxybutyryl-CoA) was altered.
Ultimately, the flux through the entire pathway will have to be streamlined, and changing
the cosubstrate dependence of a metabolic pathway is only one of many conceivable opti-
misation strategies (for a recent review, see [310]).

GENETIC STABILITY

No genome is stable. Mutations can arise in a number of ways, including errors in DNA
replication and recombination, invasion of the host cell with foreign DNA, exposure to mu-
tagens11, and incorrect repair after damage to DNA [17].
Mutations that arise in a single cell will typically not be visible on the population level, un-
less they are selected for under the culturing conditions. Mutations that cause severe im-
balances within a cells are typically selected against.
In Chapter 5, we attempted to create a mutant strain of Synechocystis that harboured gpp112

of S. cerevisiae for the production of glycerol from CO2, light and water. Segregation of this
strain proved difficult and was eventually accompanied by loss of phenotype. In the same
chapter, we could demonstrate the stable production of glycerol by a mutant strain har-
bouring gpp2 for nearly 20 generations13.
Genetic instability in cyanobacteria seems to be frequently observed, but not often reported
[158]. Hence, only a handful of examples have ended up in the literature, among them
ethylene- [324], lactate [135] and butanediol-producing Synechococcus elongatus [325] and
mannitol-producing Synechocystis [151].
Conceptually, when a pathway is simply added to the metabolism of a cell14, the rate at
which this transgenic cell can divide is often decreased due to a combination of several ef-

11Molecules or ions with extended cyclic π-systems (e.g. ethidium cations) can intercalate between DNA bases,
causing errors in transcription and, crucially, DNA replication. Reactive molecules can cause breaks in the sugar
phosphate backbone or modify the chemical structure of DNA bases. Oxygenic photosynthesis produces a va-
riety of highly reactive oxygen species (ROS). While cyanobacteria have repair mechanisms to both neutralise
these species and to undo the damage caused by them, the repair mechanisms can fail.

12gpp1 encodes phosphoglycerol phosphatase 1.
13At which point, the experiment was stopped. There was no reason to assume that glycerol production was re-

duced at this point.
14This also includes approaches, where enzymes that are part of a native pathway are overproduced.
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fects: The genome size and the total amount of mRNA15 increases. Enzymes are produced
that do not benefit the cell and therefore are a burden on the metabolism. Metabolites are
continuously diverted from central metabolism into the heterologous pathway.
While the effects of the added pathway on the genome, transcriptome and proteome may
be minor, the effect on the metabolome may be more significant. Crucially, central metab-
olism and the heterologous pathway are competing for resources. Especially when a large
fraction of the metabolites is channeled into the pathway, mutations that shift the balance
towards central metabolism16 will make more material available for growth.
Cells bearing such mutations consequently are at an advantage and, given time, will ac-
cumulate in the population, reducing its overall productivity. The more cell doublings are
required (e.g. to bring a bioreactor to a certain optical density), the more probable it is for
such mutations to arise. The earlier they do, the more likely it is that they take over the cul-
ture.
A decrease in the frequency in which mutations arise17 delays this problem. Accordingly,
the runtime of a batch process could be increased, but once an undesired mutation arises,
it will get fixed.
Fundamentally, two strategies can be envisioned to counter this.

h Coupling production to survival

h Decoupling growth and production

Coupling production to survival. When a cell relies on a metabolic pathway for survival,
loss-of-function mutations in this pathway lead to growth defects and consequently cannot
propagate themselves. Coupling a heterologous pathway to the survival of the cell would
thus ensure functionality of this pathway in a growing culture.
One function of a living cell is to harness the energy within a substrate and to maintain a
balance of energy carriers under a wide range of substrate uptake fluxes.
Chemotrophic organisms catabolise substrates such as glucose to generate energy, which
drives biosynthesis. Energy homeostasis (i.e. ATP/ADP, NAD(P)H/NAD(P) ratios) in the face
of varying substrate input is achieved through alternative and redundant metabolic routes
and a suite of regulation mechanisms.
For photoautotrophs, the substrate that is harnessed for energy generation are photons, so
the ATP/ADP and NAD(P)H/NAD(P)-ratio need to be resilient to changing photon influx.
This is achieved through alternative electron flow and other mechanisms, such as exciton
annihilation or non-photochemical quenching.
Conceptually, one way to increase the genetic stability18 of a strain which bears a heterol-
ogous pathway is to have this pathway neutralise a metabolic imbalance. If a reduction
reaction in a heterologous pathway is the only means by which a cell can rid itself of NADH,
the survival of the cell is coupled to the presence of that functioning pathway.
Although strain stability was not the prime objective of either of the two studies that will be
discussed in the following, their comparison nonetheless is an illustrative demonstration of
the challenges that metabolic engineering in photoautotrophs is facing, relative to those in

15Or the fraction of mRNA that does not have a function in cell growth.
16e.g. mutations that lead to impaired function or that reduce the concentrations of one or more enzymes in the

pathway.
17e.g. deletion of recombinases or increase in polymerase fidelity.
18By which is meant the absence of selection for loss-of-function mutations.
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chemotrophs.
Shen et al. demonstrated increased butanol production in an E. coli strain deficient in
fdrBC, ldhA, adhE and pta19 which carried a heterologous pathway from Clostridia [326].
Deletion of phospho-transacetylase increases the amount of acetyl-CoA that can be made
available to the butanol pathway, which originates from this metabolite. Inactivation of
fumarate reductase, as well as lactate and alcohol dehydrogenase, lowers the organism’s
capacity to oxidise NADH under anaerobic conditions. This means that a metabolic imbal-
ance is achieved through the prior reduction of metabolic robustness.
Similarly, stability of an added mutation can be increased in cyanobacteria if a metabolic
imbalance is rescued by a heterologous metabolic pathway. A prime example is given by
Angermayr et al. [135]. There, a presumed imbalance in the NADH/NAD pool, introduced
through the production of soluble transhydrogenase (energy-independent STH20, encoded
by sth), can be rescued through the concomitant introduction of an NADH-depen-dent lac-
tate dehydrogenase (LDH).
There is, however, a crucial difference between these two approaches: In the example given
by Shen et al., pathways that mitigate metabolic imbalances are taken away and replaced
with the heterologous pathway. In the study by Angermayr et al., an added metabolic im-
balance is rescued by an added heterologous pathway. While it is exceedingly unlikely that
NADH-consuming systems evolve from scratch, the approach of Angermayr et al. is vulner-
able to mutations in sth21.
There is a set of deletion mutations that are predicted to reduce the photoautotroph’s ca-
pacity for redox cofactor homeostasis [327]. These mutations will come at the cost of pho-
tosynthetic robustness.
Since for low-value molecules such as fuels, cultivation will most likely only be commer-
cially feasible when sunlight is used, light influx is expected to vary periodically (day/night
rhythm) as well as erratically (weather, culture mixing). With this in mind, sacrificing alter-
native electron flow pathways will likely lead to poor growth characteristics in large-scale
applications, where photons originate from the sun.
Potentially, solar cells could be used to convert sunlight into electricity, which could in turn
be converted to photons that are tailored to the photosystems using LEDs. This could elimi-
nate fluctuations due to day/light-rhythms and weather. Sudden changes of light regime as
a consequence of culture mixing, however would not be circumvented with this approach.
A compelling idea is followed by Du et al. (personal communication): In some steps of
biomass precursor biosynthesis, acetate ions are eliminated from precursor molecules. These
acetate ions are then reassimilated by the cells. In Synechocystis, Du et al. removed genes
that are involved in acetate uptake, generating mutant strains in which the production of
acetate is coupled to amino acid biosynthesis and by extension, survival. These mutant
strains have been show to display a stable acetate-producing phenotype. While this ap-
proach is novel in its coupling of production and survival, it is limited to molecules that are
byproducts of essential biosynthetic reactions.

19fdrBC: encodes subunits of fumarate reductase, ldhA: encodes lactate dehydrogenase A, adhE: encodes alcohol
dehydrogenase E and pta: encodes phosphotransacetylase.

20STH catalyses the reduction of NAD by NADPH and vice versa: NADPH + NAD
STH

NADP + NADH.
21Functioning STH increases the NADH/NADPH and the NADH/NAD ratio. Impaired or lost function of STH

restores the wild-type ratios. Since lower amounts of NADH result in lower amounts of lactate, sth mutants
have more fixed carbon at their disposal, will show a higher growth rate and ultimately outcompete cells with
functioning STH.
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Decoupling growth and production. Since in cyanobacteria, coupling production and sur-
vival will come at the cost of photosynthetic robustness, a more feasible approach would be
to completely decouple growth and production. Accordingly, a culture would be allowed to
grow to a certain density, at which transcription of the genes encoding a heterologous path-
way is induced. Mutations affecting this pathway can and will arise during the growth phase
but will not be selected for, since there is no flux through the pathway and consequently no
competition with central metabolism.

Regulation of protein levels. The intra-
cellular concentration of an enzyme over
time is dependent on the frequency with
which the polypeptide is produced and
on its lifetime within a cell. The rate at
which a protein is synthesised is in turn
dependent on the amount of mRNA, the
frequency with which ribosomes bind to
it, and the rate of translation. The amount
of a given mRNA again is a function of the
rate at which it is produced and degraded,
respectively. The rate of mRNA synthesis
depends on the frequency with which RNA
polymerase binds to the promoter region
and on the speed with which it transcribes
the gene. All of the steps mentioned here
are potential targets for the fine-tuning of
absolute and relative enzyme levels in a
(heterologous) metabolic pathway.

Heterotrophs can metabolise carbon sub-
strates when there is no growth [328]. Thus,
physiological uncoupling can be reached
by constraining growth conditions [329].
This has not been experimentally demon-
strated in cyanobacteria.
Decoupling can be achieved in a number
of ways, all of which involve the regula-
tion of protein levels22. The frequency with
which an RNA polymerase binds to a pro-
moter can be modulated through different
promoters. When separation of growth and
production is to be achieved, constitutive
promoters have to be ruled out (see [92] for
a list of inducible promoters in cyanobac-
teria).
Addition of chemicals for induction of gene
expression is a handy process in the labo-
ratory, but will be cumbersome on a large
scale. Moreover, when low-cost molecules
are to be produced, the cost of the inducer
may outweigh that of the molecule that is synthesised.
Alternatives include promoters that are inactive in growing cells and active in non-growing
cells.
An interesting approach would be to repurpose quorum sensing23. Best-characterised in
Vibrio fisheri, evidence for quorum sensing machinery was demonstrated in cyanobacte-
ria [331–334]. The transfer of such systems to producer strain would lead to induction at a
certain culture density. The induction density could be altered by varying the levels of the
enzymes that produce the signaling molecule24.
More feasible systems are those that are repressed by a nutrient that is exhausted as the
culture reaches its target density. Examples include the nirA promoter from Synechococcus
elongatus PCC7942 (induced by NO –

3 , repressed by NH +
4 ) or the isiA promoter (repressed by

22An approach in which an inactive enzyme is produced during the growth phase and activated in the production
phase will ultimately not be viable, as the enzyme, even in the inactive form, presents a burden to the cell.

23Essentially, cells synthesise small amounts of a molecule that is mobile accross bacterial membranes and can
therefore diffuse from one bacterium into another. The bacteria harbour promoter system(s) that respond to
the molecule, but only when it is present in concentrations that surpass a certain threshold. Since the amount
of the signalling molecule depends on the amount of bacteria, a response will only occur in dense cultures. See
[330] for a review.

24Note that this approach is vulnerable to mutations in the signal molecule pathway.
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Fe3+) (both referenced in [92]). Gene expression would then be switched on automatically,
making intervention unnecessary. Furthermore, promoters that are inducible with light of
a wavelength range different from that required for growth could be utilised. There, expres-
sion could be induced manually (e.g. by changing a colour filter on top of the reactor) when
the target density is reached. Examples of light-inducible systems include those involved in
chromatic adaptation. Miyake et al. demonstrated a mutant Synechocystis strain that har-
boured lytic genes of T4 bacteriophage under control of the green light-inducible cpcG225

promoter. Lysis could be demonstrated upon exposure to green light, suggesting that regu-
lation of this promoter is tight [160].
In addition to the frequency of DNA-binding of RNA polymerase, its progress along the gene
can be impaired through DNA-binding elements. In Synechocystis, Yao et al. [335] demon-
strated multiple gene repression using CRISPRi [336]. Recently, a correlation between the
enzymatic activity of and the flux through a heterologous pathway was demonstrated in
Synechocystis [134]. With this in mind, the use of strong inducible promoters becomes ob-
vious. Tight repression, however is even more crucial, to avoid activity of the heterologous
pathway during the growth phase.
Higher mRNA levels could then be achieved through amplification of the initial signal using
an orthogonal polymerase system (e.g. the T7 polymerase system, functionality of which
was demonstrated in Anabaena over two decades ago [337]). While there are many well-
characterised promoter systems for biotechnologically important organisms such as E. coli
and S. cerevisiae, there are only a handful of studies in cyanobacteria, where inducible pro-
moter systems are characterised. Further research will be necessary to gain insight into
the mechanisms by which gene expression in cyanobacteria is regulated, to quantify time-
resolved responses and to ultimately increase robustness in induction systems.
In a highly interesting conceptual study in E. coli, Soma et al. designed a metabolic tog-
gle switch that, upon addition of IPTG, results in expression of a heterologous isopropanol
biosynthesis pathway and, crucially, in downregulation of citrate synthase, effectively stop-
ping growth [338]. With appropriate molecular tools, similar approaches could be realised
in cyanobacteria.
Ultimately, stability is a question of timescale. If cultures are to be grown in large-scale re-
actors, their phenotype only has to be stable for the time that a particular reactor is in use,
in order for yield to be maximised.

CHALLENGES IN THE USE OF BACTERIAL MONOCULTURES

Most published research concerning genetically manipulated cyanobacteria describes lab-
oratory studies of pure cultures (Chapter 2, [104, 310, 339, 340]).
In agriculture, it has long been known that monocultures are characterised by high per plant
yields, but are prone to infection by pathogens, since the genetic markup of all members is
similar or even identical. Analogous thoughts apply to liquid cultures in biotechnology.
This means that chemicals could theoretically be used to keep contaminants at bay.
If a production system was completely shut off from its surroundings, contamination could
not occur. Although perhaps evident, it should still be mentioned that contamination only
poses a problem, when the culture is affected. For large scale applications of cyanobacteria
that produce low-value chemicals, maintaining axenicity would be theoretically possible,

25encodes the phycobilisome rod-core linker peptide CpcG2.
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but likely not economically justifiable.Indeed, contamination is a severe problem in cyano-
bacterial culturing [341].
Fundamentally, contaminants can threaten productivity in a microbial monoculture in sev-
eral ways:

h The producers can be consumed.

h The contaminant and the producer can compete for resources.

h The product can be consumed.

Producer consumption. Cyanobacteria can be consumed by phages. Bacteriophages are
viruses that affect bacteria. For Synechocystis, no phages have been identified so far. In
higher organisms, viral infections can be combatted with immune systems. The bacterial
analogue of immune systems is the CRISPR26/Cas system. Since CRISPR/Cas functions at
the DNA/RNA level, recombinant DNA technology potentially allows to realise "prokaryotic
vaccination"; vaccine development should be trivial if the nature of the phage is known.
Such a strategy can be successful if bioreactors are plagued by known phages. Since phages
can rapidly destroy entire cultures, it is doubtful whether this technique would be fast enough
to save an infected batch. The next batch, however, would be resistant to infection by this
particular phage. Given that phages can mutate, a likely result would be an arms race.
An alternative mechanism, by which producers are threatened, is consumption through
bacteria or eukaryotic grazers. Grazers are organisms that can consume others. Grazing
can be specific and unspecific. For microalgal bioreactors, different species of zooplankton
have been identified27. Specific grazer-prey interaction could be fought through modifica-
tion of the cyanobacterial cell surface as demonstrated in [343]. While response times for
such approaches would be too slow to have any meaningful impact on specific grazing, un-
specific grazing would not be affected at all.
One way to address parasitism in agriculture is to utilise biological pest control [344]. Thus,
zooplanktivores could be used to keep zooplankton at bay ([345] and references therein).
Competition for resources and product consumption. Cells are not only made up of car-
bon, so, along with the product, other nutrients will likely be taken up by a contaminant.
If it is known, which species usually affect cyanobacterial cultures, other carefully selected
species can be deliberately introduced so that this particular ecological niche is occupied
[345]28.
Current approaches include the use of extreme conditions (high pH and salinity) to ward off
contamination [341]. From there, it is a logical step to consider more extreme conditions,
i.e. to utilise extremophiles. Note that this merely reduces the risk of contamination but
does not abolish it altogether; invasion by strains that thrive under extreme conditions is
less likely, but not impossible.
Contaminated reactors aside, the development and application of extremophilic cyanobac-
teria as cell factories is interesting in that some have the capacity to survive conditions in
extraterrestrial habitats [346]. Strains of Chroococcidiopsis have been isolated from Antarc-
tic deserts as well as from the Atacama and the Mojave desert, places that are considered
terrestrial analogues of Martian and Lunar surfaces [346, 347]. Consequently, these strains

26Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats. See [342] for a review.
27Referenced in [341].
28This approach would be vulnerable to contaminants that have superior nutrient uptake kinetics.
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have been suggested as ’photosynthetic pioneers’ [346] to pave the way for the colonisation
of Mars [347].
Aside from the colonisation of entire planetary bodies, cyanobacteria have been envisioned
as part of self-sustaining communities [348]. Thus, in the experimental MELiSSA29 program
[349, 350], Arthrospira is planned to provide food as well as oxygen and fix the CO2 generated
by both the crew and by anaerobic waste degradation reactors, using only photon energy. In
addition to CO2 recycling and oxygen production, engineered cyanobacteria can synthesise
essentially any desired molecule on location [351], making transport unnecessary.

PRODUCTIVE CO-CULTURING

Contaminants are truly problematic only if they negatively affect production. If selected
carefully, however, adding organisms in a culture of cyanobacteria can even be beneficial.
co-culturing potentially offers four advantages:

h Nutrients can be made more accessible

h The likeliness of malignant contamination is reduced

h New chemical pathways and reactions can be realised

h Resource re-utilisation is possible

Nutrient accessibility. Under nutrient-deficient conditions, algal growth was shown to be
improved by chemotrophs (See [352], where the excretion of siderophores by Halomonas
allowed the cultivation of Dunaliella at concentrations of Fe3+ that normally cannot sustain
growth). Reduced likeliness of contamination. This point was already addressed in the
previous section.
New reactions and pathways. From the perspective of chemical pathway design, having an
additional compartment can be extremely rewarding30; reaction sequences that otherwise
would not be possible could be realised with ease.
In Chapters 7 and 8, such systems are demonstrated. Specifically, in Chapter 7, compart-
mentalisation provides thermodynamic feasibility for a sequence of redox reactions that
otherwise would partly lack driving forces. Additionally, a system is outlined, in which
water-derived electrons are transported from Synechocystis to a chemotroph, namely E. coli.
The utilisation of these electrons opens the door for chemical conversions that would not
be attainable in cyanobacteria. In Chapter 8, an oxygen-sensitive reaction step was out-
sourced to a chemotrophic organism. This approach is conceptually identical with the one
recently published by Wang et al. [353].
Resource recycling. A co-culture is essentially a synthetic ecosystem. On earth, all elements
go through cycles (See Chapter 1). There is no reason to assume that smaller scale resource
re-utilisation cycles, confined to a bioreactor, are technically infeasible. Thus, waste prod-
ucts of one organism could be selectively converted into more desirable compounds. The
result would be a decrease in contaminant molecules and as a consequence, potentially
cheaper downstream processing.
Challenges.

29Micro Ecological Life Support System Alternative.
30See [138] for an outstanding review on spatial separation of metabolic processes.
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Tragedy of the com-
mons. From the per-
spective of an individual,
sharing a resource with
other individuals, it is
beneficial to maximize
gains for oneself. Profit,
then, is privatized, while
losses (i.e. depletion of
the resource) are shared
among the community.

The design of co-cultures faces many challenges, the largest
of which is stability. In principle, however, stable interac-
tions are possible and can be selected for. The trivial proof
of this statement is that symbiosis can be found in nature, al-
beit growth of natural systems may be too slow for industrial
application.
In order to illustrate stability problems of engineered sym-
bioses in reactor contexts, in the following, a hypothetical ex-
ample will be discussed.
Consider a co-culture of strains A and B, in which A excretes
resources that B requires for growth and vice versa31. If A and
B are grown in a well-mixed medium that does not contain
these resources and that is continuously removed32, the cul-
ture faces the tragedy of the commons (See box):
Let mutations arising in A yield A*33, which competes with A for nicheª. If A* can utilize
resources from, but not provide resources to, the community (i.e. it uses the resources more
efficiently), it has an advantage over A and will eventually seizeª.
As A* takes overª, levels of B, whose growth depends on A, increase more slowly and even-
tually decrease. Drops in B lead to drops in A and A* and eventually, collapse.

The problem is absent in structured co-cultures and in strains that are hardwired to
share resources. This refers to organisms in which the production phenotype is coupled to
the survival of the strain. Considerations on how this may be achieved can be found in the
second section of this chapter.
When the co-culture is structured, i.e. when both strains are fixed or approximately fixed,
and if nutrient diffusion is sufficiently slow on a cell-division scale, A* has difficulty taking
over the population, since cells of this mutant cannot sustain growth of B in their immedi-
ate vicinity and will thus be at a disadvantage compared to A.
In nature, micro-structuring is achieved in a number of environments, including micro-
bial mats and biofilms, by filamentous cyanobacteria that generate heterocysts and, as the
prime example, endosymbiotic relationships.
Also, emulsions can serve as a model of micro-structured systems. In a fascinating paper,
Bachmann et al. demonstrated that when Lactococcus lactis is grown under nutrient limi-
tation in emulsion, after serial transfers, mutants showing a high yield based on substrate
had been selected for [354]. When two or more strains share a droplet –given substrate
limitation– the occurrence of cheaters is selected against34.
It is important to highlight at this point, that when selective pressure is changing, no pheno-
type is stable. Applied to this strategy, it means that a symbiotic relationship evolved in an
emulsion-based system would revert when placed in a different environment, e.g. a biore-
actor.
Ultimately, the ecology of reactor systems has to be carefully studied, and mutual inter-
actions between producers and benign contaminants can be exploited to increase overall
rates and yields. Thus, a transition from synthetic biology to synthetic ecology [355] will

31e.g. A provides fixed carbon, B provides fixed nitrogen.
32e.g. turbidostat or chemostat regime.
33Sometimes termed a "cheater". A* reaps benefits without making a contribution.
34Note that this is not a rational approach in which genetic information within either strain is purposefully modi-

fied. Rather, this method applies selective pressure towards a stable symbiotic relationship.
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increase resilience of algal and cyanobacterial production systems.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

At this point in time, molecules generated by genetically engineered cyanobacteria cannot
economically compete with those derived from fossil sources or fermentation processes,
since prices of the latter two are lower.
In this context, a price can be defined as "[the] amount of money (or a material equivalent)
expected, required, or given in payment for a commodity [. . . ]" [356].
In the simplest case, the price of a commodity is determined by supply and demand. In
order for a producer to make a profit, the price at which product is sold must be higher than
the production costs.
The fossil fuels that society is based on are cheap, because the extraction of raw materials is
simple. Fossil fuels are the result of the deposition and decay of organic matter over eons,
but their utilisation is a relatively new phenomenon. Since the rate of fossil fuel consump-
tion is orders of magnitude higher than the rate of their deposition, supply will eventually
dwindle, and prices will increase, making other sources economically competitive.
The greatest part of the organic matter that fossil pools were derived from was created with
photon energy as the primary input. The same is true for the sugar that is consumed in
fermentation processes. When overall efficiencies are calculated, this needs to be kept in
mind.
Fuel prices do not capture the ecological consequences of fossil fuel combustion, some of
which have been discussed in the introduction to this thesis. These consequences are al-
ready manifest. Therefore, it is of great importance that alternatives be developed, sooner,
rather than later.
Processes that rely on cyanobacteria may involve an inititally higher capital expenditure
than those that rely on already established technologies, like fossil fuels.
The reasons for the high production cost of fuels derived from photosynthetic microbes
are manifold (among others: genetic instability, slow growth, low productivity, low product
titres, contamination). None of these problems seem fundamentally unsolvable and ap-
proaches to overcome some have been addressed earlier in this chapter.
Specifically, devising mutants, in which loss of phenotype is selected against or not selected
for, will increase the duration per production cycle possible and consequently the number
of production cycles per year. This results in higher annual productivity (ton/year) and in
lower operating costs, because of reduced down times35.
Tailoring metabolic pathways to the preferred resource use of the organism36 (or vice versa)
improves the process yield (tonoutput/toninput).
Future fundamental research will allow for faster and more efficient growth37 and chassis
optimisation will increase production yields and rates, thus increasing annual process pro-
ductivity (ton/year), which allows for lower prices (€/ton).
When stable synthetic ecosystems are developed, in which water, photons and carbon diox-
ide are the only input and fuel is the only output, built-in recycling of resources will reduce

35Charge and discharge of production vessel, cleaning, sterilisation and process restart.
36See the section on cofactor specificity in this chapter.
37Taken to its extremes, synthetic biology allows to make artificial "minimal cells", which convert energy more

effientily than natural organisms.
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overhead costs. Decreasing the likeliness of contamination would allow a given process to
run longer, and in consequence increase annual productivity.
If externalities, such as the detrimental effect the use of fuels has on ecosystems, are taken
into account, cyanobacteria-derived fuels may already be cheaper than established fuels.
Although the production of cyanobacteria-derived fuels and chemical feedstocks is a rela-
tively recent research field, impressive results have already been achieved. If this technology
is to be applied, it will have to compete economically with many alternative approaches.
Further studies should now also address economic feasibility, because a bewildering array
of alternative (bio)chemical conversions can be proposed based on the availability of the
same amount of solar energy. With future development, this technology has the potential
to change the energy basis of society. In this process, changes will have to be made on every
level of politics and economics, possibly even starting with the curricula.
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